Abstract
Introduction
The description of qualities is a core issue for the integration of biological phenotype information. The Phenotype Quality Ontology (PATO) provides a practical basis for the integration of phenotype information across species. Typically, it is used for "entity plus quality" (E+Q) annotation of experimental parameters and parameter values Recently, Yet Another Top-level Ontology (YATO) has been developed 3, 4 . YATO represents not only ordinal quality descriptions covered by DOLCE and GALEN but also advanced quality descriptions not covered them. For the realization of more broad interoperability and advanced quality description of phenotypic quality using PATO terms, we developed a reference ontology called "PATO2YATO_Quality".
Results
We have worked out mapping of terms in the PATO2YATO framework by the careful examination with the helps of flags for subset of "attribute slim" and "value slim" embed in OBO format file of PATO as the remains of previous version. In this ongoing work, we currently have mapped about 500 terms of version 1.132 of PATO (quality_v1.132.obo) to YATO: (UpperOntology090112.ont: http://www.ei.sanken.osakau.ac.jp/hozo/onto_library/upperOnto.htm).
In PATO2YATO_Quality, quality-related concepts (dependent entities) are arranged as two hierarchies, "Quality type" and "Quality value", both of these are essential for an ontologically correct description of a change in quality. Furthermore, it allows systematic integration of numerical scales values and detailed representation such as <patient_1, diarrhea, yes> and <tail of mouse_1, short, severe>. We have started discussion with PATO developers to establish certain interoperability between two ontologies.
PATO2YATO_Quality is available at: http://www.brc.riken.jp/lab/bpmp/Ontologies/PATO 2YATO/P2Y_Quality.html. Its OWL version, exported from Hozo, will be available soon.
Conclusion
We worked out mapping of PATO terms to the YATO framework, and successfully represented both the advanced meaning of each concept and the interrelationships among them.
